
World Fisheries Day
On World Fisheries Day, we urgently call on leaders engaged in International and UN negotiations to

acknowledge, endorse and actively involve small-scale fishers and fish workers, Indigenous people and

local communities within discussions and decisions aimed at restoring a healthy ocean and healthy

inland waters.

Crucially, this must include establishing transparent and accountable mechanisms that ensure the

inclusion and active participation of those groups in meetings, delegations, side-events and

agreements as well as working to support their inclusion in the subsequent implementation of the

agreements.

Small-scale fisheries represent at least 40% of the world's fisheries production and 90% of the people

working in fisheries-related activities. Small-scale fishing is a vital source of nutrition, employment and

income for many of the world’s coastal populations, with 45 million women relying on small scale

fisheries for their subsistence and nearly 500 million people depending on small-scale fisheries for their

livelihood. These livelihoods are now under serious threats from destructive industrial activities,

including fishing, mining, oil and gas extraction, pollution, climate change and approaches to

conservation incompatible with human rights. Not only are the ocean and all inland waters under siege,

but so is the well-being of countless small-scale fishers, Indigenous people and local communities who

depend on the ocean for their way of life.

Indigenous peoples, local communities, and small scale fishers play a crucial role in the collective

governance, management, sustainable use and conservation of marine, coastal and inland water

environments. Their traditional knowledge and embedded management practices are adapted to the

social and ecological conditions they operate within and towards the protection of the aquatic resources

that sustain their livelihoods and SSF using low-impact gear and practices are essential for marine

conservation and to ensure next generation access to seafood. This extensive territories-based

knowledge is an integral part of global efforts to achieve sustainable ocean and inland water

management and the Sustainable Development Goals.

The Kunming-Montreal Global Biodiversity Framework approved at the CBD COP15 in 2022 specifies the

right of Indigenous people and local communities to participate in an equitable and fair way and the

need for free, prior and informed consent when policies, conservation or other actions will have impacts



in their territories and livelihoods. International Action and commitment are urgently required to now

implement this commitment.

Today, as we celebrate World Fisheries Day to highlight the importance of sustainable fish populations

in the world, we call for the support of small-scale fisheries, Indigenous peoples and local

communities and their equitable participation in the global decisions and agreements related to the

marine resources important for their livelihoods and socio-cultural well-being, including the High-Level

Event for Ocean Action in 2024 in Costa Rica, the FAO Committee on Fisheries 2024, the CBD COP16,

the UN Climate COP29, and the UN Ocean Conference in 2025.

We recognize the significant changes and strides the international agenda has achieved in promoting the

conservation of our ocean and marine and freshwater resources over many years of tireless debates and

agreements, several now needing urgent ratification. There is a pressing need to ensure that the global

narrative is grounded in the local and national realities, also based on small-scale fisheries, indigenous,

local, and traditional communities, extending the tremendous opportunity to drive substantive and

transformative change for restoring health to the ocean and implement the recovery and protection

measures agreed at international events.

We strongly advocate for the establishment of a dedicated Ocean Action Panel, with a focus on

small-scale fisheries, at the UN Ocean Conference 2025 as recommended in the Ocean & Climate

Platform, UN Ocean Conference Civil society consultation report. This panel should build upon the Call To

Action from Small-Scale fishers launched in Lisbon at the UN Ocean Conference 2022.

International ocean fora must recognize, protect and secure legitimate tenure rights to marine resources

important for the livelihoods and sociocultural well-being of small-scale fishers, indigenous, local and

traditional communities and include transparent and accountable mechanisms that guarantee the

inclusion and active participation of those groups at the meetings, delegations, side-events. Additionally,

efforts should be directed towards facilitating their active involvement in the subsequent

implementation of these agreements.

We stand ready to collaborate with world leaders and institutions to fulfill these requests, with the

aim of safeguarding the ocean and inland waters, their invaluable resources, and the communities

who rely upon them. Together, we can strive for a future where the ocean and freshwater are a source

of equitable, sustainable, and shared prosperity for all.

RISE UP in support of RISE UP Small Scale Fishers Cluster
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https://ocean-climate.org/en/unoc2025/
https://ocean-climate.org/en/unoc2025/
https://www.cffacape.org/ssf-call-to-action#:~:text=SSF%20demand%20that%20governments%20address,and%20innovations%20introduced%20by%20women
https://www.cffacape.org/ssf-call-to-action#:~:text=SSF%20demand%20that%20governments%20address,and%20innovations%20introduced%20by%20women


The endorsers of this letter comprise both RISE UP members and supporting organizations.



Signatories Names and Organizations:

Serge Raemaekers - ABALOBI
Herman Kizito - AFRICA INTERCULTURAL DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT LTD

Editrudith Lukanga - African Women Fish Processors and Traders Network (AWFishNet)

Julián Alberto Medina Salgado - ASOPARGOLMO

Christopher Madden - Blue Ventures

Nana Kweigyah - Canoe and Fishing Gear Owners Association of Ghana (CaFGOAG)

Upasana Khatri - Center for International Environmental Law

Adelino Canário - Centro de Ciências do Mar do Algarve

Beatrice Gorez - Coalition for Fair Fisheries Arrangements

Rick Warner - Coastal 8

Vivienne Solis Rivera - CoopeSoliDar R.L

Miguel Rodrigues - Divespot Portugal

Chris Thomas - Dream Machine

Kristin Rechberger - Dynamic Planet

Selby Zuma - Ecology Africa Foundation

Cristina Villanueva - Environmental Defense Fund (EDF)

Arthur Mugema - Environmental Management and Economic Development Organization (EMEDO)

Stephen Oduware - Fish Net & Health of Mother Earth Foundation (HOMEF)

Juan E. Bezaury-Creel - Fundación BD BioDiversidad Mexicana

Dr Elegbede, Isa Olalekan - Geo Blue planet, Lagos state university

Omar Ceesay - Health Promotion and Development Organisation HePDO

Vicki Nichols Goldstein - Inland Ocean Coalition

Vivienne Solis Rivera - International Collective for the support of fishworkers

Ladislas Artivism

Dörte Schneider Garcia - LinDoMar

Ms Zakia Rashid - MotherOceanBlue

Juliana Uribe - Movilizatorio

Inês Souto Gonçalves - Movimento Por Um Mundo Ideal

Cornelia E Nauen & Prof Stella William - Mundus maris asbl

Jerry Rivers - North American Climate, Conservation and Environment(NACCE)
Romain Mari - Ocean Born Foundation
Catarina Abril - Ocean Hub Portugal

Stewart Sarkozy-Banoczy - Ocean Sewage Alliance

Meike Schützek - Ocean. Now!

Kathryn Matthews - Oceana

Alexis Grosskopf - OceanHub Africa

Stewart Sarkozy-Banoczy - Precovery Labs

Flora McMorrin - RISE UP

Dietrich Kolk - Robin Wood e. V.

Claudia Machaieie - Sea Glasses



Lloyd Nelmes - Sea Trust Wales

Tobias Troll - Seas At Risk

Fernando Reis - SEI - Sharks Educational Institute

Alex Hofford - Shark Guardian

Fernando Reis - Sharks Educational Institute

Cristina Villanueva - Small-Scale Fisheries Resource and Collaboration Hub (SSF Hub)

Prasad Jaladi - Suraksha

Susie Crick - Surfrider Foundation Australia

Marcelo Lino Morales Yokobori - Universidad de Belgrano / Mundus maris

Asikaralu Okafor - Village Farmers Initiative (VFI)

Pauli Merriman & Marina Gomei - WWF International


